Synchronization of relativistic particles in the hyperbolic Kuramoto model.
We formulate a noncompact version of the Kuramoto model by replacing the invariance group SO(2) of the plane rotations by the noncompact group SO(1, 1). The N equations of the system are expressed in terms of hyperbolic angles αi and are similar to those of the Kuramoto model, except that the trigonometric functions are replaced by hyperbolic functions. Trajectories are generally unbounded, nevertheless synchronization occurs for any positive couplings κi, arbitrary positive multiplicative parameters λi and arbitrary exponents ωi. There are no critical values for the coupling constants. We measure the onset of synchronization by means of several order and disorder parameters. We show numerically and by means of exact solutions for N = 2 that solutions can develop singularities if the coupling constants are negative, or if the initial values are not suitably restricted. We describe a physical interpretation of the system as a cluster of interacting relativistic particles in 1 + 1 dimensions, subject to linear repulsive forces with space-time trajectories parametrized by the rapidity αi. The trajectories synchronize provided that the particle separations remain predominantly time-like, and the synchronized cluster can be viewed as a bound state of N relativistic particle constituents. We extend the defining equations of the system to higher dimensions by means of vector equations which are covariant with respect to SO(p, q).